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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 133 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Politicians from all sides compete to convince
us they can fix our immigration problem, but all the solutions on offer look remarkably similar.
Apparently, if we want less inequality at home, we need less immigration from abroad. But what if
this assumption is wrong? What if the drive to restrict migration isn t reducing poverty here, but
creating a migration system that is actually exacerbating local inequality? In The Huddled Masses,
migration researcher Katy Long shows why we need to rethink the relationship between
immigration and inequality, and avoid pursuing policies that pit poor immigrants against poor
workers at the expense of both groups. Drawing on cutting-edge research, Long offers an incisive
analysis of our migration system that shows how our efforts to restrict immigration are actually
widening the gap between wealthy corporation and ordinary citizens. She exposes how companies
like G4S and Serco profit from a billion-dollar migration industry while locking their own workers
into a low-wage, low-skill economy; how stringent minimum income requirements mean half of
Britons no longer have the right to marry a foreigner...
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Reviews
The ideal ebook i possibly go through. It generally does not cost an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Vincenz a Ha nd
It is fantastic and great. This is for those who statte there was not a worth looking at. Its been written in an exceptionally easy way which is only soon a er i
finished reading this ebook through which in fact changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- B a r r y O 'Reilly
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